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Abstract—We consider a multi-cell non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) system with coordinated base stations (BSs)
and investigate its downlink user coordination mode selection
and resource allocation to green the system while maintaining
high spectral efficiency, in the presence of inter-cell interfer-
ence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to consider multiple criteria in user coordination mode selec-
tion for coordinated NOMA systems, and a fuzzy logic (FL)
based approach is proposed to balance among multiple criteria
to achieve higher robustness against the combined effect of
shadowing, fading and inter-cell interference, compared to the
previous single-criterion based user coordination mode selection
methods. This is also the first known effort to investigate multi-
subchannel resource allocation for coordinated NOMA where
the previous work on coordinated orthogonal multiple access is
not applicable. Two resource allocation algorithms are proposed:
a) a serving channel gain based subchannel allocation (SCG-
SA) algorithm, based on the theoretical proof that the total
transmission power is mono-decreasing with respect to the SCG
of the non-coordinated user in each cell with the highest channel
gain on the shared subchannel; b) a low-complexity FL user
ranking order based joint resource allocation (FLURO-JRA)
algorithm, which requires no separate user ranking process in
subchannel allocation, thanks to the FL ranking list generated
from user coordination mode selection. Also, the effects of
imperfect channel state information and successive interference
cancellation are considered. Numerical results show that the
proposed multi-criterion based schemes significantly outperform
the previous schemes based on single-criterion user coordination
mode selection, in terms of transmission power and energy
efficiency (EE), contributing to a greener system.

Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access, fuzzy logic,
resource allocation, user mode selection, energy efficiency, co-
ordination.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [1]–[3], which
allows multiple users to share the same frequency-domain,
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time-domain, or code-domain resource element, has been
envisioned as a promising technology for the fifth gen-
eration (5G) wireless communication networks due to its
higher achievable spectral efficiency than conventional or-
thogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques. Recently, a
number of NOMA techniques have been studied, including
power-domain NOMA [4]–[6], low-density spreading (LDS)
[7], pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [8], multi-
user shared access (MUSA) [9], sparse code multiple access
(SCMA) [10] and lattice partition multiple access (LPMA)
[11]. By exploiting power-domain multiplexing and successive
interference cancellation (SIC), power-domain NOMA allows
receivers to decode and demodulate the superposition of the
encoded signals [12]–[15], and is regarded as optimal from
the view of reaching the coresponding capacity region of
downlink broadcast channel [1].

In a more practical scenario, i.e., multi-cell power-domain
NOMA, the users located at edge of cells generally suffer from
poor channel condition and strong inter-cell interference. In
order to achieve the targeted quality of service (QoS), more
transmission power is required for cell-edge users, which is
not power efficient and causes stronger multi-cell interference
[16]–[18]. To alleviate this, coordination techniques between
base stations (BSs), such as coordinated multi-point (CoMP)
with joint transmission, can be utilized to allow joint signal
processing for the cell-edge users [19]–[22]. It has been
demonstrated in [23] and [24] that the network with coor-
dinated BSs can benefit from the distributed space diversity,
where distributed BSs transmit signals to corresponding cell-
edge users at the same time. In [23], Choi firstly proposed a
joint transmission NOMA scheme in a coordinated network
with two cells. In [24], it was shown that the coordinated
NOMA outperforms the non-coordinated NOMA system, and
the coordinated OMA system.

It is worthy noting that user coordination mode selection
is essential for multi-cell coordination, both for OMA and
NOMA [25]–[31]. In [27], novel user scheduling and power
allocation algorithms were proposed to improve the energy-
efficiency (EE) for coordinated OMA systems. As NOMA is
expected to support much more users than OMA, compared to
the conventional OMA-based coordination techniques [25]–
[27], the coordination mode selection of each user plays a
more important role in enhancing the system performance
and achieving green communication for coordinated NOMA
systems [28]–[31]. Current user coordination mode selection
approaches for coordinated NOMA systems can be mainly
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categorized into two types: a) the approaches based on the
distance from a user to an adjacent BS [28] [29]; b) the
approaches based on the channel gain between each user and
an adjacent BS [30] [31]. The authors of [28] proposed an
EE-oriented power allocation scheme for coordinated NOMA,
in which the users are selected to be in coordination mode
based on their distances. However, they merely considered
the single-channel power allocation and paid little attention to
the multi-subchannel case. In [30], an opportunistic NOMA
scheme was proposed to enhance the network capacity in a
coordinated system, and the coordinated users are selected
based on channel gain. However, the user mode selection
approaches based on distance are sensitive to fading and
shadowing, while the performance of the approaches based
on channel gain can be severely affected by channel state
information (CSI) estimation and inter-cell interference.

As mentioned above, the single-criterion based user coordi-
nation mode selection methods generally lead to poor system
performance, and are sensitive to multiple varying parameters,
such as fading, shadowing and inter-cell interference. To
this end, multiple criteria are necessary for user coordination
mode selection to enhance the robustness. Fuzzy logic (FL)
is an effective artificial intelligence (AI) approach to make
a comprehensive and reasonable decision based on multiple
input parameters [32] [33]. As mentioned in [33], FL has
been applied to wireless communications to offer flexibility
and superior performance in terms of channel estimation, han-
dover, interference management, etc. In [34], an iterative fuzzy
tracking method was applied to track channel coefficients.
In [35], FL was employed for handover in self-organizing
networks. The authors of [36] proposed a game theory and
FL inference system based self-optimized power allocation
algorithm. Hence, it is beneficial to investigate employing an
FL based multi-criterion scheme for user coordination mode
selection in coordinated NOMA systems.

In coordinated NOMA systems, the performance is largely
influenced by resource allocation including subchannel assign-
ment and power allocation. Since multiple users can share
the same subchannel in coordinated NOMA, the previous
work on resource allocation for coordinated OMA systems
[17] [19] [27] may not be utilized directly. The work in [28]
and [30] has focused on power allocation only for multi-
cell coordinated NOMA, assuming a single-channel model.
Also, the previous work on coordinated NOMA [28]–[31] has
assumed perfect CSI and SIC, which is not practical. The
subchannel allocation for coordinated NOMA still remains an
open challenge in the literature.

Motivated by the above open issues, we consider a multi-
cell downlink coordinated power-domain NOMA system,
where each user is dynamically selected by FL to work in
two modes: a) non-coordinated mode with only one serving
BS; b) coordinated mode with multiple serving BSs. Low-
complexity resource allocation is also investigated alongside
user coordination mode selection to green the system. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
consider multiple criteria (distance, received signal strength
and inter-cell interference) for user coordination mode selec-

tion in coordinated NOMA systems. We take the reference
signal received power (RSRP) of each user to indicate their
received signal strength, and the variance of RSRP to indicate
the level of inter-cell interference. To balance among the
multiple criteria, we propose an FL based scheme where the
user with higher FL output coordination suitability is more
likely to be chosen in the coordinated mode. The proposed
FL based multi-criterion scheme is more robust against fading,
shadowing and inter-cell interference than the previous single-
criterion based user mode selection schemes [28] [30], with
significantly higher performance in terms of transmission
power and EE.

2) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to investigate multi-subchannel resource allocation for co-
ordinated NOMA systems, alongside our user coordination
mode selection scheme. The previous work either assumed
a single-channel model for coordinated NOMA [28]–[31] or
was aimed for resource allocation of coordinated OMA [17]
[19] [27], which may not be utilized for coordinated NOMA
directly. Besides, signal processing in the presence of imper-
fect CSI estimation and SIC is investigated, which is more
practical. An intensive analysis is provided to theoretically
prove that the transmission power consumption is mono-
decreasing with respect to the serving channel gain (SCG)
of the non-coordinated user in each cell with the highest
channel gain on the shared SC. In light of this, an SCG based
subchannel allocation (SCG-SA) algorithm is proposed. Also,
a closed-form solution to optimal power allocation is derived.

3) We conduct the first study of joint optimization of sub-
channel and power allocation for coordinated NOMA systems,
and propose an FL user ranking order based joint resource
allocation (FLURO-JRA) algorithm. As user ranking plays a
dominant role in the complexity of subchannel assignment [5]
[6], we feed the FL output ranking list directly to subchannel
assignment, which saves tremendous complexity over the
previous work that requires a dedicated user ranking process
in subchannel assignment. The FLURO-JRA algorithm also
outperforms the two-step SCG-SA algorithm in terms of
EE and transmission power consumption, contributing to a
greener coordinated NOMA system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The coor-
dinated NOMA system model and optimization problem are
formulated in Section II. Section III introduces the FL based
multi-criterion user coordination mode selection scheme. The
SCG based subchannel assignment and power allocation al-
gorithms are proposed in Section IV. Section V proposes the
low-complexity FLURO-JRA algorithm to jointly optimize the
subchannel and power allocation. Numerical results of the
proposed algorithms are presented and discussed in Section
VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

Notations: A set of frequently used notations in this paper
are listed in Table I.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a downlink multi-cell NOMA system with
B BSs and K users. Assume that the overall bandwidth
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TABLE I
SET NOTATIONS

Sn,b The set of users served by BS b on SC n

Bk The set of coordinated BS(s) serving for user k

Sn,b,k

The set of users on SC n that are served by
BS b and have higher channel gain than user k,

when user k is in the coordinated mode

S̃n,Bk,k

The set of users on SC n that are served by
BS Bk and have higher channel gain than user k,

when user k is in the non-coordinated mode

of the coordinated NOMA system W is divided uniformly
into N subchannels (SCs), and each BS transmits signals
to its user set through these SCs. As depicted in Fig. 1, in
order to improve performance, these users are selected to
work in two modes: a) non-coordinated mode with only one
serving BS; b) coordinated mode with multiple coordinated
BSs. The coordinated BSs are connected to a centralized
controller through high-capacity links (e.g., optical fiber).
User coordination mode selection and resource allocation are
performed at the centralized controller [19]–[22].

According to NOMA principle [4], multiple users can share
the same SC. Let xk,n ∈ {0, 1}, in which xk,n = 1 indicates
that user k is allocated to SC n. Define Sn,b as the set of users
served by BS b (b = 1, ..., B) on SC n (n = 1, ..., N). The
symbol mb,n transmitted by BS b on SC n is given by

mb,n =
∑

k∈Sn,b

√
pk,nDk,n, (1)

where pk,n denotes the transmission power allocated to user
k on SC n and Dk,n is the data symbol with unit energy.

In Fig. 1, the channel frequency response from BS b to
user k on SC n is denoted by hb,k,n. Denote ĥb,k,n as the
estimated of hb,k,n, with estimation error eb,k,n = hb,k,n −
ĥb,k,n, which can be regarded as an independent zero-mean
complex Gaussian random variable with variance σ2

error. hb,k,n

is independent of eb,k,n [37].
Let Bk denote the set of coordinated BS(s) serving for user

k. The received signal at user k on SC n can be written as

yk,n =
∑
b∈Bk

(
ĥb,k,n + eb,k,n

)
mb,n + zk,n

+
∑

b∈{B/Bk}

(
ĥb,k,n + eb,k,n

)
mb,n,

(2)

where zk,n stands for the additional white complex Gaussian
noise zk,n ∼ CN (0, σ2

n), with σ2
n as the variance on SC n.

Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), yields

yk,n =
∑
b∈Bk

(
ĥb,k,n + eb,k,n

)
(
√
pk,nDk,n+

∑
i∈Sn,b,i̸=k

√
pi,nDi,n)

+
∑

b∈{B/Bk}

(hb,k,n + eb,k,n)
∑

i∈Sn,b

√
pi,nDi,n + zk,n.

(3)

Define Hb,k,n = |hb,k,n|2 as the true channel gain of user

k on SC n, and Ĥb,k,n =
∣∣∣ĥb,k,n

∣∣∣2 as the estimated channel

Fig. 1. System model of multi-cell coordinated NOMA.

gain, we have

Hb,k,n = Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n, (4)

where Eb,k,n = |eb,k,n|2 + 2|ĥb,k,n||eb,k,n| is due to the
imperfect CSI estimation of user k.

At the receiver, SIC process is conducted to decode and
demodulate the received signals. According to the NOMA
protocol, the optimal order in SIC decoding is the increasing
order of channel gains [4]. On the basis of this order, any user
can successfully demodulate and remove the signals from the
other users with smaller channel gain. Due to imperfect SIC
process, there exists residual power of the previously decoded
users with lower channel gain, which causes error propagation
[38]. Based on the principle of NOMA, for NOMA users i and
j in the same group, their transmission power pi,n and pj,n

on SC n should satisfy pi,n < pj,n, if the estimated channel
gain of user i is higher than that of user j.

1) Users in the Coordinated Mode: As mentioned above,
in order to improve system performance, the users can be
selected to work in the coordinated or non-coordinated mode.
Let KC denote the number of the coordinated users in the
system.

On one hand, if user k is in the coordinated mode, the
set of coordinated BSs serving for user k is Bk. Assume
that the messages sent to user k by Bk share the same
transmit power [28]. Denote the power of intra-cell and inter-
cell interference for user k as Ik,n and φk,n, respectively.
Due to the coordination between BSs [19]–[22], the inter-
cell interference of user k from the coordinated BSs Bk is
eliminated, and the inter-cell interference is merely from the
set of BSs B/Bk.

Based on Eq. (3), due to the coordination between BSs and
SIC process, the power of intra-cell and inter-cell interference
for coordinated user k can be respectively obtained, as

Ik,n =
∑
b∈Bk

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
i∈Sn,b,k

pi,n+

ωk

∑
b∈Bk

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
i∈{Sn,b/Sn,b,k}

pi,n, (5)
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φk,n =
∑

b∈{B/Bk}

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
i∈Sn,b

pi,n, (6)

where Sn,b,k =
{
k̃|Ĥb,k̃,n ≥ Ĥb,k,n, k̃ ∈ Sn,b

}
denotes the set

of users on SC n that are served by BS b and have higher
channel gain than coordinated user k, and ωk is the proportion
of SIC residual power from user k (0 ≤ ωk ≤ 1) [38]. Note
that if Bk = B, i.e., the coordinated user k is served by all
B BSs. We have φk,n = 0, which means that the inter-cell
interference of user k is eliminated [28].

After SIC, the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) for coordinated user k on SC n is given by

γk,n =

∑
b∈Bk

Ĥb,k,npk,n∑
b∈Bk

Eb,k,npk,n + Ik,n + φk,n + σ2
n

, (7)

where the term
∑

b∈Bk

Eb,k,npk,n denotes the noise due to

imperfect CSI estimation. As a result, the achievable data rate
(in bps/Hz) of the coordinated user k on SC n is given by

Rk,n = Cklog2 (1 + γk,n) , (8)

where Ck ∈ {0, 1} .Explicitly, Ck = 1 indicates user k is
in the coordinated mode, otherwise user k is in the non-
coordinated mode.

2) Users in the Non-Coordinated Mode: On the other hand,
if user k is selected to work in the non-coordinated mode
(i.e., Ck = 0), the number of serving BS is reduced to one.
Then, the power of intra-cell interference Ĩk,n and inter-cell
interference φ̃k,n can be expressed as

Ĩk,n =
(
ĤBk,k,n + EBk,k,n

) ∑
i∈{S̃n,Bk,k}

pi,n+

ωk

(
ĤBk,k,n + EBk,k,n

) ∑
i∈{Sn,Bk

/S̃n,Bk,k}

pi,n,
(9)

φ̃k,n =
∑

b∈{B\Bk}

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
j∈{Sn,b}

pj,n, (10)

where S̃n,Bk,k =
{
k̃|ĤBk,k̃,n

≥ ĤBk,k,n, k̃ ∈ Sn,Bk

}
stands

for the set of users on SC n that are served by BS Bk and have
higher channel gain than non-coordinated user k. Following
[28], we consider there is only one coordinated user served
by the coordinated BSs on SC n. Based on Eq. (9) and Eq.
(10), when user k is in the non-coordinated mode, the SINR
for user k on SC n is given by

γ̃k,n =
ĤBk,k,npk,n

EBk,k,npk,n + Ĩk,n + φ̃k,n + σ2
n

. (11)

The achievable data rate on SC n can be expressed as

Rk,n = (1− Ck) log2 (1 + γ̃k,n) . (12)

The overall data rate of user k is Rk =
N∑

n=1

Rk,n.

Remark 1: For multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, the
users located in the edge of cells generally suffer from poor
channel conditions and strong inter-cell interference. Also,
the users close to the serving BS who suffer severe fading
and shadowing, have poor channel conditions. To improve

performance, these users are chosen in the coordinated mode
and served by a set of coordinated BSs.

Remark 2: The user coordination mode can be selected by a
single criterion (e.g., distance [28] or channel gain [30]) based
method, or the FL based multi-criterion user mode selection
scheme proposed in Section III.

B. Problem Formulation

In this subsection, we dedicate to minimizing the total
transmission power under certain QoS requirements. Let
X = [xk,n]K×N

denote the subchannel assignment matrix,
C = [Ck]K×1

be the user coordination mode selection
matrix, and P = [pk,n]K×N

be the power allocation matrix,
respectively.

The total transmission power Pt is expressed as

Pt =

N∑
n=1

B∑
b=1

∑
k∈Sn,b

pk,n. (13)

Therefore, the optimization problem for the downlink multi-
cell coordinated NOMA system can be formulated as

min
P,X,C

Pt (14)

subject to
(C1) : xk,n ∈ {0, 1},
(C2) : Ck ∈ {0, 1} ,

(C3) :
∑

k∈Sn,b

xk,n = L,

(C4) : Rk ≥ Rmin,

(C5) : pk,n ≥ 0,

(C6) : if Ĥb,i,n > Ĥb,j,n, then pi,n < pj,n,

∀i, j ∈ Sn,b, b = 1, ..., B, n = 1, ..., N,

where (C4) is the users’ QoS requirements constraint, with
Rmin denoting the minimum rate requirement, (C3) constrains
the maximum number of allocated users sharing the same SC
for each BS, and (C6) indicates that the signal from the user
with lower channel gain can be decoded by the user with
higher channel gain. Consequently, the EE of the coordinated

NOMA system is given by E =
K∑

k=1

Rk/(Pt + BPc), with

Pc denoting the circuit power of each BS. Note that L
makes a trade-off between performance and complexity. The
implementation complexity of SIC at receiver side increases
with L [5].

C. Overall Algorithms Description

Due to the non-convex constraint of users’ rates in (C4)
and the binary integer assignment variables in (C1), (C2), the
considered resource allocation problem in Eq. (14) is difficult
to solve. It is very challenging to obtain the global optimal
resource allocation solution in polynomial time. Hence, to
strike an attractive balance between the performance and
complexity, we divide Eq. (14) into three subproblems, namely
user coordination mode selection, subchannel assignment and
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Serving channel 
gain  based sub-

channel allocation 
(SCG-SA)

Low-complexity
Power allocation
by a closed form 

expression

FL user ranking order based joint 

resource allocation (FLURO-JRA)

(P)

Output
Power

(b)

(a)

FL-based
user coordi-
nation mode 

selection

FL-based
user coordi-
nation mode 

selection

RSRP

Distance

VRSRP

RSRP

Distance

VRSRP (P)

Output
Power

Fig. 2. Block diagram of (a) FL-based user mode selection, SCG-SA
and power allocation algorithms and (b) FL-based user mode selection and
FLURO-JRA algorithm for coordinated NOMA systems.

power allocation, to obtain low-complexity and effective near-
optimal solutions. The block diagram of the proposed algo-
rithms is depicted in Fig 2.

The proposed algorithms are expected to run in every time
slot at the centralized controller. To execute the proposed
algorithms, physical layer parameters (e.g., distance, CSI
and RSRP) are collected at BSs and sent to the centralized
controller through backhaul links [19] [27]. The centralized
controller feeds back the optimal resource allocation indica-
tors (user mode selection, subchannel assignment and transmit
power policy for each BS and subchannel) to the BSs. It is
worth noting that, the incurred overhead for describing these
parameters are all typically of a level of a few bits [39], which
can be embedded into standard size of frame. Hence, these
algorithms are applicable to coordinated NOMA systems.

III. FUZZY LOGIC BASED MULTI-CRITERION USER
COORDINATION MODE SELECTION

For multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, the users lo-
cated near to cell edge generally have poor channel gains and
strong inter-cell interference. In addition, due to the effect of
fading and shadowing, some cell-center users also suffer from
poor channel conditions. Hence, it is significant to determine
which users are in coordinated mode or non-coordinated
mode. Two kinds of user coordination mode selection methods
are mostly mentioned in literatures: distance based [28] [29]
and channel gain based methods [30] [31]. Generally, the two
user selection methods can be respectively expressed, as

if dk > dthd, user k is in the coordinated mode,
if Hk < Hthd, user k is in the coordinated mode,

where dthd and Hthd are predetermined thresholds. Neverthe-
less, these methods based on a single threshold only divide
users into the coordinated and non-coordinated groups. Given
a large number of coordinated users, the majority of frequency
resource will be assigned to the coordinated users, which
ignores the fairness among the users. Hence, the threshold
should be adaptively changed when the number of coordinated
users is limited. The other effective scheme is to perform a
ranking based user coordination mode selection. Based on
a ranking criterion (e.g., distance or channel gain), users
are sorted in order and some top users are chosen as the
coordinated users.

Fig. 3. Structure of the FL based multi-criterion user coordination mode
selection scheme.

However, as an empirical user mode selection criterion,
the performance of the distance based user mode selection
method is sensitive to fading and shadowing. Due to the
CSI estimation error and inter-cell interference, the channel
gain based approaches cannot provide enough information
in consideration of system performance. As a result, some
users’ coordination mode cannot be selected appropriately,
which decreases the system performance. As mentioned in
[33], FL has been applied for wireless communication areas
due to its flexibility and superior performance. Therefore, to
combat fading, shadowing and inter-cell interference effects,
we propose an FL based multi-criterion user coordination
mode selection scheme to balance among distance, RSRP and
inter-cell interference. The block design for the proposed FL
based user mode selection scheme is shown in Fig. 3, where
a fuzzifier module transforms the crisp inputs into linguistic
variables (fuzzy sets) by using fuzzy membership functions,
then the rules are used to map input sets to output sets, and
finally the output sets are transformed to a crisp output by a
defuzzifier module [33].

A. Fuzzy Inputs

For each user k, the distance dk and RSRP between the user
and the serving BS are two of inputs of proposed FL scheme.
As we know, RSRP is the received signal strength indicator.
In addition, considering the effect of inter-cell interference,
we choose the variance of RSRP (VRSRP) to be the other
potential input. It is valid to assume that the strongest RSRP
is from the user’s potential coordinated BS. If the RSRPs are
close to each other, the user is more likely in stronger inter-cell
interference area. Hence, VRSRP is selected as one criterion.
User with lower VRSRP has a higher probability to be chosen
in the coordinated mode. The VRSRP of user k is given by

VRSRP,k = E
[(

RSRPb
k − RSRPk

)2]
, (15)

where RSRPb
k denotes the RSRP of user k from an adjacent

BS b, and RSRPk is the mean value of RSRPs from user k’s
potential coordinated cells. Combining the three criteria by
FL can improve the effectiveness of user coordination mode
selection.

B. Fuzzification Process

In order to perform the fuzzificaiton process, three inputs
and one outputs should be mapped to fuzzy sets, the name of
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TABLE II
COORDINATION SUITABILITY LIST

RSRP

which are as follows.

X = VRSRP ∈ {small, medium, large},
Y = d ∈ {short, medium, long},
Z = RSRP ∈ {bad, medium, good},
O = output ∈ {very bad, bad, medium, good, very good}.

The fuzzy output set indicates the user’s suitability for the
coordinated mode in consideration of all three inputs. Fig.
4 presents the FL membership degree of three inputs and
output. Since all three inputs change linearly and continuously,
the Trapezoidal function is chosen to generate membership
function [33].

For one input, membership function generates one mem-
bership degree which is between 0 to 1, according to the type
(small/medium/large etc.) of input. As there is no experience
information of RSRP and VRSRP, their memberships have
balanced distribution of three levels. Note that the membership
function for the distance is not symmetric for that generally
the coordinated users located in the edge area of cells, as
a result that its distribution of levels skews to right. Users
with short distance to cell center have lower probability to be
selected in the coordinated mode. Therefore, as depicted in Fig
4, the part which represents “short” is larger than “medium”
and “long”, which ensure that fewer center users are switched
to the coordinated mode. The medium level of membership of
fuzzy output has more core area, which makes weights of side
levels closer to edges and enlarges difference of suitability of
the coordinated and non-coordinated users.

 

RSRP

Fig. 4. Fuzzy membership functions of three inputs and output.

C. Defuzzification Process

As presented in Table II, with three 3-level inputs, we
formulate 27 FL rules to map three inputs to output. This
fuzzy rule base indicates different outputs with 27 points of
view on inputs. If two or more inputs are at same level, the
output is set to same level. If all inputs are at different level,
the output is set to medium level. Since FL rules are set by
AND logic, the membership of FL output set can be obtained
by taking the minimum value of the inputs

µo , min (µX , µY , µZ) , (16)

where µX , µY and µZ denote the degree of membership of
VRSRP, distance and RSRP, respectively.

From Eq. (16), a fuzzy output membership set, consisting
of 27 elements on inputs, is generated. In order to compare
fuzzy output of different users, we have to map the output
membership set to a crisp numerical output. In this paper, we
utilize the weighted average defuzzification method [33] to
transform the aggregated output set µo into a crisp number.
The crisp number, which is between [0, 1] and indicates user’s
suitability for the coordinated mode, can be obtained as

η =

∑
(µo ·OM(µo))∑

µo

, (17)

where OM(µo) denotes the middle value of the normalized
numerical value of output membership µo, and the user with
larger η has more probability to be chosen in the coordinated
mode.

After the FL output crisp number of all K users have been
obtained, we rank the users in descending order based on η
and form a FL output ranking list ΓFL. Then, we choose the
top KC users in ΓFL to work in the coordinated mode, and
the rest users are selected in the non-coordinated mode. It is
worth noting that the proposed FL based multi-criterion user
coordination mode selection algorithm is widely applicable
to various NOMA systems including power-domain, code-
domain and multi-domain NOMA, as well as OMA systems.
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IV. SERVING CHANNEL GAIN BASED SUBCHANNEL
ALLOCATION AND POWER ALLOCATION

In this section, we investigate effective resource allocation
algorithms in multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems to mini-
mize the transmission power consumption. Based on Theorem
1, we propose an SCG based subchannel allocation algorithm.
By transforming the non-convex power allocation problem
into a convex form, a closed-form expression of optimal power
allocation is derived.

As mentioned above, for each BS (e.g., BS b), L users can
be simultaneously multiplexed on a SC, i.e., there are L− 1
non-coordinated users served by BS b to share the same SC
with one coordinated user. Following [5], as there are N SCs,
we assume that the number of users served by each BS b
is Kb = LN , with the number of coordinated users served
by coordinated BSs being KC = N . For each BS, since the
coordinated users usually suffer from poor channel conditions,
they are taken as weak users compared to the non-coordinated
users, and the interference from the coordinated users can be
decoded and removed by the non-coordinated users on the
same subchannel. For a non-coordinated user k allocated to
SC n, considering the imperfect channel estimation, define
the SCG of user k as Bk on SC n Ĥbk,k,n. Similarly, for a
coordinated user j on SC n, since it is served by multiple
coordinated BSs, its SCG is

∑
b∈Bk

Ĥb,j,n.

A. SCG Based Subchannel Allocation

According to Eq. (11), the performance of non-coordinated
user k gets better as its SCG Ĥbk,k,n is increased. Never-
theless, in multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, increasing
SCG of user k inevitably effects the intra-cell and inter-cell
interference of other users sharing the same SC, as well as
the power allocation among users. Unfortunately, there is little
analysis at present to theoretically explore the effect of the
non-coordinated users’ SCG on the transmission power over-
head in multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems. Hence, it is
significant to make a theoretical discussion on the relationship
between the increasing SCG of non-coordinated users and the
variation of total transmission power consumption.

Theorem 1: In multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, with
relatively low channel estimation error and SIC error, the total
transmission power consumption Pt is mono-decreasing with
respect to the SCG of the non-coordinated user in each cell
with the highest channel gain on the shared SC.

Specially, when L = 2, since the number of non-
coordinated user on each SC for each cell is one, Pt is
mono-decreasing with respect to the SCG of an arbitrary non-
coordinated user.

Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix A.
According to Theorem 1, the network transmission power

continues to decrease with respect to the increasing of SCG
of the non-coordinated user in each cell with the highest
channel gain on the shared SC. The mono-decreasing property
of overall transmission power consumption with respect to
the SCG of non-coordinated user for multi-cell coordinated
NOMA systems is also illustrated in Fig. 12.

Algorithm 1 SCG-SA for the Non-Coordinated Users in Cell
b
Require: Given the N×KNb

allocated list Salloc = 0 to record
the non-coordinated users assigned to SC n, for all SCs

1: For each SC n, the KNb
non-coordinated users in cell b

are ranked in descending order according to their SCGs
and put in the KNb

× 1 candidate list Prb,n
2: while all of N SCs and KNb

non-coordinated users have
not been allocated do

3: for each SC n ∈ [1, N ] do
4: while sum(Salloc(n, :) ̸= 0) < L− 1 do
5: From user k = 1 to KNb

in Prb,n
6: if user k has not been allocated yet then
7: User k is directly allocated to SC n
8: Set Salloc(n, k) = 1
9: else

10: Assume that user k has been assigned to other
SC (e.g., m)

11: if Ĥb,k,n > Ĥb,k,m then
12: According to Lemma 1, user k is allocated to

SC n rather than SC m
13: Set Salloc(n, k) = 1, Salloc(m, k) = 0
14: User k is removed from SCm’s candidate list
15: else
16: User k is removed from SCn’s candidate list
17: end if
18: end if
19: end while
20: end for
21: end while

Lemma 1: In multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, for
the subchannel allocation of non-coordinated users in each
BS, the selection of a non-coordinated user with higher SCG
leads to less transmission power consumption than any other
non-coordinated users with lower SCG on an arbitrary SC.

Based on Lemma 1, for each BS, if we select the non-
coordinated users with higher SCG on each SC, the net-
work power consumption can be reduced. In light of this,
we propose an SCG based subchannel allocation (SCG-SA)
algorithm.

1) SCG-SA for the Non-Coordinated Users: Since a non-
coordinated user is merely served by its serving BS, we
perform the subchannel allocation for the non-coordinated
users in each cell separately. For BS b (b = 1, ..., B), since
there are L−1 non-coordinated users served by BS b to share
the same SC with one coordinated user, the number of non-
coordinated users in cell b as KNb

= (L− 1)N . In SCG-SA,
the non-coordinated users are ranked based on their SCGs
on each SC by the BS, and the users with higher SCG are
more likely to be allocated to this SC. The SCG-SA for the
non-coordinated users in cell b are generalized as follows.

First, for each SC n (n = 1, ..., N ), the KNb
non-

coordinated users are ranked in descending order based on
their SCGs on each SC and a KNb

× 1 candidate list Prb,n
for non-coordinated users is formed. After that, the KNb

non-
coordinated users are allocated to N SCs based on these
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L(Pn,a,b, c) =

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

pubk,n + puBL,n

)
+

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

aubk
(Rmin −Rubk

) + auBL
(Rmin −RuBL

)

)
−

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

bubk
pubk,n + buBL

puBL,n

)
+

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
i=1

L−2∑
j=i+1

cb,i,j
(
pubi,n − pubj ,n

)
+

L−1∑
i=1

cb,i,BL (pubi,n − puBL,n)

) (20)

candidate lists. For each SC n, from user k = 1 to KNb
in SC

n’ candidate list Prb,n, if the number of users allocated to SC
n is less than L− 1, user k is chosen as a candidate user. If
user k has not been allocated yet, it is directly allocated it to
SC n. Otherwise, if user k has already been allocated to other
SC (e.g., SC m), according to Lemma 1, if the SCGs of user
k on SC n is larger than that on SC m (i.e., Ĥb,k,n > Ĥb,k,m),
user k is allocated to SC n rather than SC m, and user k is
removed from the candidate list of the SC m. Otherwise, user
k is removed from the candidate list of the SC n.

Repeat these steps until all N SCs and KNb
non-

coordinated users are allocated. The procedures are presented
in Algorithm 1.

2) SCG-SA for The Coordinated Users: As mentioned
above, the number of coordinated users in the coordinated
NOMA system is KC = N , with one coordinated user per
SC. The SCG-SA for the coordinated users can be briefly
described as follows.

First, for each SC n, the KC coordinated users are ranked
in descending order based on their SCGs

∑
b∈Bk

Ĥb,k,n, and a

KC × 1 candidate list PrC,n for coordinated users is formed.
After that, the KC coordinated users are allocated to the N
SCs based on the candidate lists by the similar approach in
Algorithm 1. For each SC n, the first user (e.g., user k) in
list PrC,n is initially chosen as the candidate user of SC n. If
user k has not been allocated yet, it is directly allocated to SC
n. Otherwise, if user k has already been allocated to other SC
(e.g., SC m), user k is allocated to the SC with higher SCG
and the other SC is rejected. After that, user k is removed
from the candidate list of the rejected SC. Repeat the process
above until all N SCs and KC coordinated users are assigned.

B. Power Allocation
After user mode selection and subchannel assignment, the

optimization problem in Eq. (14) can be reformulated as

min
P

Pt (18)

subject to (C4)− (C6).

Note that constraint (C4) can be rewritten as

(C̃4) :

pk,n

∑
b∈Bk

Ĥb,k,n +

(∑
b∈Bk

Eb,k,npk,n +
∑
b∈Bk

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

)
∑

i∈Sn,b,k

pi,n + ωk

∑
b∈Bk

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
i∈{Sn,b/Sn,b,k}

pi,n+

∑
b∈{B/Bk}

(
Ĥb,k,n + Eb,k,n

) ∑
i∈Sn,b

pi,n + σ2
n

(1− 2Rmin
)
≥ 0

which is a linear inequality with respect to Pn to be assigned
on SC n.

Therefore, problem Eq. (18) can be further transformed into

min
P

Pt (19)

subject to (C̃4), (C5), (C6),

which is a convex problem. We then attempt to derive the
optimal power allocation solution.

As mentioned above, for each SC (e.g., SC n), we as-
sume that there are L − 1 non-coordinated users in each
cell assigned to share the same SC with one coordinated
user. Denote the index of non-coordinated users in each
cell b as user ub1, ..., ubL−1 (b = 1, ..., B), and the in-
dex of the coordinated user as user uBL. Without loss
of generality, we assume Ĥb,ub1,n > Ĥb,ub2,n > ... >
Ĥb,uBL,n. Since there are N SCs, define the transmis-
sion power matrix as P = [P1...Pn...PN]

T , with Pn =[
pu11,n...pu1L−1,n...puB1,n...puBL−1,n puBL,n

]T
.

Note that constrains (C̃4), (C5) and (C6) in Eq.
(19) are convex sets, the Lagrange function for SC
n is given in Eq. (20) on the top of this page, with
a, b and c are the Lagrange multiplier matrices.
a =

[
au11

... au1L−1
... auB1

... auBL−1
auBL

]
,

b =
[
bu11

... bu1L−1
... buB1

... buBL−1
buBL

]
, and c =

[c1,2,1 ... c1,BL,1 ... c1,BL,L−1...cB,2,1...cB,BL,1...cB,BL,L−1].
Note that all the Lagrange multipliers are not less than 0.

Lemma 2: For a coordinated NOMA system with B
BSs, under a minimum rate requirement constraint Rmin, the
closed-form solution to power allocation Pn on SC n is

P∗
n =

[
p∗
u11,n

...p∗
u1L−1,n

...p∗
uB1,n

...p∗
uBL−1,n

p∗
uBL,n

]T
= An

−1Q,
(21)

where Q = [−ασ2
n ...− ασ2

n...− ασ2
n]

T

1×(B(L−1)+1)
, with

α = 1 − 2Rmin . An is an invertible square matrix with
((L − 1)B + 1) order and can be written in block matrix
form as

An =


Λ11 ... Λ1,b ... Λ1,B Λ1,B+1

... ...

ΛB,1 ... ΛB,b ... ΛB,B ΛB,B+1

ΛB+1,1 ... ΛB+1,b ... ΛB+1,B ΛB+1,B+1

 ,

where Λb,b (b = 1, ..., B) is given on the top of next page
and the other block matrices can be expressed as

Λ b,k
(k ̸=b)

=


αHk,ub1,n αHk,ub1,n ... αHb,ub1,n

αHk,ub2,n αHk,ub2,n ... αHb,ub2,n

...

αHk,ubL−1,n αHk,ubL−1,n ... αHb,ubL−1,n


(L−1)×
(L−1)
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Λb,b =


Ĥb,ub1,n + αEb,ub1,n αωb1Hb,ub1,n αωb1Hb,ub1,n ... αωb1Hb,ub1,n

αHb,ub2,n Ĥb,ub2,n + αEb,ub2,n αωb2Hb,ub2,n ... αωb2Hb,ub2,n

... ...

αHb,ubL−1,n αHb,ubL−1,n αHb,ubL−1,n ... Ĥb,ubL−1,n + αEb,ubL−1,n


(L−1)×(L−1)

Λb,B+1 =



α

(
B∑

i=1,i̸=b

Hi,ub1,n+ωb1Hb,ub1,n

)

α

(
B∑

i=1,i̸=b

Hi,ub2,n+ωb2Hb,ub2,n

)
...

α

(
B∑

i=1,i̸=b

Hi,ubL−1,n+ωbL−1Hb,ubL−1,n

)


,

ΛB+1,b = [αHb,uBL,n ... αHb,uBL,n]1×(L−1)
,

ΛB+1,B+1 =

B∑
i=1

(
Ĥi,uBL,n + αEi,uBL,n

)
.

Proof of Lemma 2: See Appendix B.
Now the closed-form of Pn is obtained. The transmission

power P ∗
t,n on SC n is given by

P ∗
t,n =

B∑
b=1

∑
k∈Sn,b

p∗
k,n =

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

p∗
ubk,n

+ p∗
uBL,n

)
. (22)

Hence, the optimal transmission power consumption of the
coordinated NOMA system is

P ∗
t =

N∑
n=1

B∑
b=1

∑
k∈Sn,b

p∗
k,n =

N∑
n=1

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

p∗
ubk,n

+ p∗
uBL,n

)
.

(23)

V. LOW-COMPLEXITY FL USER RANKING ORDER BASED
JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The SCG-SA algorithm presented in Section IV provides a
feasible subchannel assignment for the coordinated and non-
coordinated users. However, it requires user SCG ranking on
every SC to form the candidate list, which leads to relatively
high complexity. In addition, it lacks a joint subchannel and
power allocation, which affects the system performance. It’s
worth mentioning that if the FL output user ranking list
ΓFL generated from user mode selection process can be fed
into subchannel and power allocation, the complexity can be
dramatically decreased.

In view of this, we propose a FLURO-JRA algorithm in this
section, which utilizes the existing FL user ranking list and
joint subchannel and power allocation. The proposed FLURO-
JRA achieves enhanced performance and requires no extra
user ranking in the process of candidate list formation, thus
requiring much lower complexity than SCG-SA.

Algorithm 2 FL User Ranking Order Based Joint Resource
Allocation Algorithm
Require: Given the N×1 list Pt = 0 to record the candidate

transmission power on all SCs, and the N×KC allocated
list Salloc2 = 0 to record the coordinated users assigned to
all SCs

1: for each cell b (b = 1, ..., B) do
2: The candidate list Prb,n of every SC n for the non-

coordinated users are formed by FL Ranking List ΓFL.
3: Based on the candidate lists, the KNb

non-coordinated
users in cell b are allocated to N SCs by using the
similar approach in Algorithm 1

4: end for
5: For each SC n, the candidate list PrC,n for the coordi-

nated users is formed by ΓFL

6: while rank(Salloc2) ̸= N do
7: From n = 1 to N , the first user (e.g., user k) in the

candidate list PrC,n is initially selected
8: if user k has not been assigned to other SC yet then
9: The optimal transmission power P ∗

t,n is found by
exhaustive search or using Eq. (21)

10: Set Pt(n, 1) = P ∗
t,n, Salloc2(n, k) = 1

11: else
12: Assume user k has been assigned to SC m, the opti-

mal transmission power for SC n P ∗
t,n is calculated

and compared with the candidate transmission power
on SC m Pt(m, 1)

13: if P ∗
t,n < Pt(m, 1) then

14: Set Salloc2(n, k) = 1, Salloc2(m, k) = 0 and
Pt(n, 1) = P ∗

t,n, Pt(m, 1) = 0
15: User k is removed from SC m’s candidate list
16: else
17: User k is removed from SC n’s candidate list
18: end if
19: end if
20: end while

A. Algorithm Description

We first concentrate on subchannel assignment for the non-
coordinated users. For each cell (e.g., cell b), rather than
by user SCG ranking, the SCs’ candidate lists are directly
obtained from the FL user ranking list ΓFL. The KNb

× 1
candidate list Prb,n of every SC n is formed by extracting
the KNb

non-coordinated users’ information in turn from ΓFL,
where the users have been previously ranked according to their
fuzzy output coordination suitability. After the candidate lists
for N SCs are obtained, the non-coordinated users in each
cell are allocated to SCs based on these candidate lists, by
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TABLE III
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

Algorithms User Coordination Mode Selection Subchannel Assignment Power Allocation
Exhaustive Search O ([(B(L− 1))N ]!)

D-Based User Selection [28] + SCG-SA O
(
(B(L− 1))2 N2

)
O

(
(B(L− 1))N3

)
O

(
(B(L− 1))3 N

)
CG-Based User Selection [30] + SCG-SA O

(
(B(L− 1))2 N2

)
O

(
(B(L− 1))N3

)
FL-Based User Selection + SCG-SA O

(
(B(L− 1))NB + (B(L− 1))2 N2

)
O

(
(B(L− 1))N3

)
FL-Based User Selection + FLURO O

(
(B(L− 1))NB + (B(L− 1))2 N2

)
O

(
(B(L− 1))N + (B(L− 1))3 N

)

using the similar approach in Algorithm 1.
Now the non-coordinated users in each cell have been

assigned. For the coordinated users, similarly, the candidate
list PrC,n of each SC n for the coordinated users is formed
by the FL ranking list ΓFL. After that, a joint coordinated
user subchannel assignment and power allocation scheme is
proposed. For each SC n, the first user (e.g., user k) in PrC,n

is selected as its candidate user. If user k has not been assigned
to other SC, it is directly allocated to SC n and the optimal
transmission power allocation P ∗

n for SC n is obtained by
exhaustive search method or using Eq. (21) and stored as the
candidate transmission power of SC n. Otherwise, assume
user k has already been assigned to another SC (e.g., SC
m). The optimal transmission power on SC n P ∗

n is found
and compared with the candidate transmission power of SC
m Pt(m, 1). If transmission power consumption of SC n is
lower than that on SC m (P ∗

n < Pt(m, 1)), user k is allocated
to the SC n, rather than SC m, P ∗

t,n is stored as the candidate
transmission power of SC n and user k is removed from the
candidate list of the SC m. Otherwise, user k is removed from
the candidate list of the SC n. The steps above are repeated
until all of the N SCs and KC coordinated users are assigned.

The procedures of FLURO-JRA are described in Algorithm
2. After FLURO-JRA, the overall transmission power can be
obtained by taking the sum of candidate transmission power
on each SC.

B. Complexity Analysis

The complexity analysis of different schemes is shown in
Table III. The optimal user mode selection and subchannel
assignment method can only be achieved by exhaustive search
of all user combinations and choosing the one which mini-
mizes the transmission power consumption. Given K users,
B BSs and N SCs (K = (B + 1)N ), the time complexity
of exhaustive search is in the order of O ([(B(L− 1))N ]!).
As can be seen from Table III, these schemes provide the
same power allocation complexity O

(
(B(L− 1))

3
N
)
. Note

that for multi-cell coordinated NOMA systems, the number
of BSs B is relatively small (usually 2 or 3 [19]), therefore,
the power allocation has much lower complexity than the
user mode selection and subchannel assignment. According
to the complexity analysis in Table III, it is worth noting that
although FL based multi-criterion scheme requires relatively
higher complexity than the single-criterion based methods
in user mode selection, the complexity of user ranking and
subchannel allocation dominates complexity of the whole

algorithm. By utilizing the existing FL user ranking list
from user mode selection, FLURO-JRA requires no extra
user ranking and has much lower complexity than exhaustive
search and the conventional subchannel allocation method
based on user ranking in [5] [6].

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, numerical results are presented to evaluate
the performance of our proposed FL based multi-criterion
user coordination mode selection and resource allocation al-
gorithms for green coordinated NOMA systems. We consider
a two-cell coordinated NOMA, where the radius of each cell
is 500 m. The subchannel signal of each user experiences
Rayleigh fading, with mean 0 and variance 1. The bandwidth
is W = 5 MHz, and σ2

n = W
N
N0, with N0 = −174 dBm/Hz

as the noise spectral density. The path loss model is given as
a function of distance PL(d) = 128.1 + 37.6log10(d) [40],
where d is the distance between the user and an adjacent
BS. The circuit power of each BS is Pc = 30 dBm [5]. In
addition, we select the user mode selection methods based on
a single criterion (i.e., distance [28] or channel gain [30]) as
benchmarks.

In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of total transmis-
sion power with different user mode selection and resource
allocation algorithms, versus the minimum rate requirement
Rmin. The number of users is K = 9, and the number of
users sharing in each cell sharing the same SC is L = 2. As
can be seen from Fig. 5, the performance of the proposed
FL based multi-criterion user mode selection scheme is sub-
stantially better than that of the single-criterion (distance or
channel gain) based methods. For example, when shadowing
standard deviation is 10 dB and Rmin = 4 bps/Hz, the
proposed FL based SCG-SA algorithm transmits 36.7% less
power than that of traditional single-criterion based SCG-
SA methods. The reason is that the FL based user mode
selection scheme has considered three parameters including
distance, RSRP and VRSRP, which overcomes the drawbacks
of the single-criterion based methods and enhances the effec-
tiveness of users’ coordination mode selection. In addition,
the proposed FLURO-JRA has about 30% less transmission
power consumption than the FL based SCG-SA algorithm.
That is because FLURO-JRA utilizes a joint subchannel and
power allocation scheme and considers the users with high
coordination suitability in subchannel allocation. Furthermore,
we can also learn from Fig. 5 that the gap of transmission
power becomes larger as the shadowing standard deviation
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Fig. 5. Transmission power consumption performance for green coordinated
NOMA systems under QoS requirement (K = 9).
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cell center under severe shadowing in multi-cell coordinated NOMA.

increases. That is because the proposed FL based multi-
criterion scheme is more effective against fading, shadowing
and inter-cell interference than the single-criterion based user
mode selection methods, especially when users suffer severe
shadowing. This phenomenon can also be proven by Fig. 6,
which illustrates the coordinated mode selection probability
of users located close to cell center under deep shadowing.
Rather than directly choosing the coordinated users by dis-
tance [28] or channel gain [30], the FL based user mode
selection scheme utilizes FL to balance between the multiple
criteria, which improves the effectiveness of user coordination
mode selection and achieves a greener coordinated NOMA
system.

In Fig. 7, we compare the EE performance of different user
mode selection approaches and resource allocation algorithms,
with the same constraints of Fig. 5. It can be seen that EE
first increases with the increase of Rmin, and then decreases at
a certain point. The reason is that there is a tradeoff between
total power consumption and users’ transmission rate for the
power allocation. From this figure, the performance of our
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Fig. 7. EE performance for green coordinated NOMA systems under QoS
requirement (K = 9).
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Fig. 8. Transmission power comparison of coordinated and non-coordinated
users for FLURO-JRA algorithm (K = 9).

proposed FL based SCG-SA and FLURO-JRA algorithms is
much more energy-efficient than that of the single-criterion
based SCG-SA schemes. In addition, FLURO-JRA achieves
better EE performance than the FL based SCG-SA. When
shadowing standard deviation is 10 dB and Rmin = 4.5
bps/Hz, the EE of FLURO-JRA is 35.3% higher than that of
single-criterion based SCG-SA and 14.3% higher than that of
FL-based SCG-SA algorithm. The gap of EE becomes larger
as Rmin increases. That is because for single-criterion based
SCG-SA schemes, more transmission power is allocated to the
coordinated users to meet the QoS requirement, which leads
to a degradation of EE performance.

Fig. 8 depicts the transmission power of the coordinated
users and non-coordinated users with FL based user mode
selection and FLURO-JRA algorithm, with the number of
users K = 9 and shadowing standard deviation 10 dB. It can
be observed from Fig. 8 that the coordinated users require
more than 90% of the total transmission power.

Fig. 9 illustrates EE versus the number of users K, with the
QoS requirement Rmin = 4 bps/Hz. It can be observed that
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Fig. 9. Impact of the number of users on EE performance for the coordinated
NOMA system with Rmin = 4 bps/Hz and shadowing standard deviation 10
dB.
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Fig. 10. Impact of imperfect SIC and CSI on the total transmission power for
green coordinated NOMA systems with Rmin = 3 bps/Hz and shadowing
standard deviation 10 dB.

the EE increases with the increase of the number of users,
and that the FL based FLURO-JRA significantly outperforms
the FL based SCG-SA in terms of EE especially with a larger
number of users. When the number of users is K = 30, the
proposed FLURO-JRA has 25% EE improvement over the
SCG-SA method.

Fig. 10 shows the total transmission power consumption
versus the proportion of SIC residual power ω, with perfect
CSI σ2

error = 0, and the total transmission power consumption
versus the CSI estimation σ2

error, with perfect SIC ω = 0, at
Rmin = 3 bps/Hz. As can be seen, the total transmission power
increases slowly with the increase of CSI and SIC errors,
demonstrating the robustness of the proposed algorithms.

Fig. 11 shows the performance of the proposed algorithms
with exhaustive search, in terms of the total transmission
power, with K = 6 users and shadowing standard deviation of
5 dB. It is obvious that with a relatively small number of users,
the proposed user mode selection and subchannel assignment
algorithms achieve near-optimal performance (the closed-form
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of the proposed algorithms with exhaustive
search with K = 6 users.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of Theorem 1: mono-decreasing of the total transmission
power with respect to the serving channel gain of the non-coordinated user
in each cell with the highest channel gain on the shared SC.

solution to power allocation proposed in Subsection IV-B is
optimal), with much less complexity than exhaustive search,
as shown in Table III.

Fig. 12 shows the mono-decreasing property of total trans-
mission power with respect to the SCG of the non-coordinated
user in a cell with largest channel gain on the shared SC,
with the number of users in each cell sharing the same SC
as L = {2, 3}, Rmin = 4 bps/Hz, N = 1. Note that the non-
coordinated users usually suffer from poor channel conditions
due to the effect of path loss, fading and shadowing, the SCG
of non-coordinated user is relatively small. It can be observed
from Fig. 12 that the total transmission power monotonically
decreases as the SCG of the non-coordinated user continues
to increase, which is consistent with Theorem 1.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated a coordinated NOMA
system and proposed an FL based user coordination mode
selection algorithm considering multiple criteria of distance,
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received signal strength and inter-cell interference, as well
as two resource allocation algorithms, SCG-SA and FLURO-
JRA, in a multi-subchannel scenario with imperfect CSI and
SIC. An intensive analysis of performance and complexity has
been provided. FLURO-JRA outperforms SCG-SA and also
requires lower complexity than SCG-SA and the algorithms
in [5] and [6], thanks to utilizing the FL ranking list for user
coordination mode selection, without requiring a separate user
ranking process. The proposed multi-criterion based scheme
provides superior performance to the single-criterion based
methods [28] [30], with transmission power reduction of
around 36.7% and EE enhancement of more than 35.3%, thus
leading to a greener system. The proposed algorithms provide
near-optimal performance with a relatively small number of
users, and they are also robust against SIC and CSI errors in
a low error range.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

As mentioned above, for an arbitrary SC (e.g., SC n), we
assume that there are L − 1 non-coordinated users in each
cell assigned to share the same SC with one coordinated user.
Denote the index of non-coordinated user allocated to SC n
in cell b is user ub1, ..., ubL−1 (b = 1, ..., B), and the index
of the coordinated user as user uBL. Then the SCG of user
ubk can be denoted as Ĥb,ubk,n. Without loss of generality, we
have Ĥb,ub1,n > ... > Ĥb,ubL−1,n > Ĥb,uBL,n.

Taking the partial derivative of the total transmission power
with respect to SCG Ĥb,ub1,n, we have

∂Pt

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

=
∑ ∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

. (24)

where Pn is the power allocation matrix on SC n. Substituting
Eq. (21) into Pn yields

∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

=
∂An

−1Q

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

= −An
−1 ∂An

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

An
−1Q. (25)

Since the number of multiplexing users in each SC for each
cell b is L, the (B(L− 1)+ 1)× (B(L− 1)+ 1) matrice An

is given in Eq. (21). Taking the partial derivative of An with
respect to Ĥb,ub1,n yields

∂An

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

=



0 ... 0 0 ... 0 0...0 0

...

0 ... 1 αωb1 ... αωb1︸ ︷︷ ︸
L−2

0...0 αωb1

...

0 ... 0 0 ... 0 0...0 0


.

Assume the inverse of An is An
−1 = D

|An| , with D
as the adjoint matrix, and |An| as the determinant of An,
respectively. The term

∑
∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ub1,n
can be reformulated as∑ ∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

=
∑

−D
∂An

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

DQ = (ασ2
n)×(

B(L−1)+1∑
j=1

Db,j

)(
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Dj,b

)
(1 + (L− 1)αωb1)

|An|2
,

(26)

where Db,j denotes the b-th row, j-th column element of
adjoint matrix D. Since the value of ωb1 is assumed to be
relatively small, we obtain (1 + (L− 1)αωb1) > 0. As a
result, the proof of the inequality

∑
∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ubk,n
< 0 can be

transformed into proving(
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Db,j

)(
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Dj,b

)
> 0. (27)

Notice that in An, the diagonal element Ĥb,ub1,n+αEb,ub1.n

is the sum of user ub1’s SCG and channel estimation error
multiplied by α. Given a small number of σ2

error, we have
Ĥb,ub1,n+αEb,ub1,n > 0. While the non-diagonal elements are
the product of users’ interference and α, which are negative.

According to the special structure of An and the definition
of D, the diagonal element Db,b of D can be expressed as

Db,b = Fb,0 −
B(L−1)∑

i=2

(−α)
i
Fb,i, (28)

where Fb,0 =
B∏

i=1

L−1∏
k=1,uik ̸=ub1

(Ĥi,uik,n + αEi,uik,n) ×
B∑

b=1

(Ĥb,uBL,n + Eb,uBL,n) denotes the product of the diagonal

elements of An (except the diagonal element for user ub,1).
The positive terms Fb,i, (i = 2, ..., B(L − 1)) stand for the
products of different users’ SCG, channel estimation error and
interference on SC n.

Similarly, for the non-diagonal elements Db,j (j ̸= b),
according to the definition of An, we have

Db,j =

B(L−1)∑
i=1

(−α)
i
Gi,j , (29)

in which the positive terms Gi,j stand for the product of dif-
ferent users’ SCG, channel estimation error and interference.

As a result, the term
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Db,j can be rewritten as

B(L−1)+1∑
j=1

Db,j =

Fb,0 −
B(L−1)∑

i=2

(−α)
i
Fb,i +

B(L−1)+1∑
j=1,j ̸=b

B(L−1)∑
i=1

(−α)
i
Gi,j .

(30)

Note that for the non-coordinated user ub1 (generally cell-
center user), the SCG Ĥb,ub1,n from its serving BS b is much
larger than the channel gain from other BSs, i.e., Ĥb,ub1,n >>
Ĥk,ub1,n, k ̸= b, which implies

Fb,0 >> Fb,i, i = 2, ..., B(L− 1). (31)

As a result, we have
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Db,j > 0. Also, we can prove

B(L−1)+1∑
j=1

Dj,b > 0 by utilizing the same methodology above.

Substituting
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Db,j > 0 and
B(L−1)+1∑

j=1

Dj,b > 0 into

Eq. (24) yields
∂Pt

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

=
∑ ∂Pn

∂Ĥb,ub1,n

< 0. (32)
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Hence, we conclude that for coordinated NOMA systems,
with relatively low channel estimation error and SIC error, the
total transmission power consumption Pt is mono-decreasing
with respect to the SCG of the non-coordinated user in each
cell with the highest channel gain on the corresponding SC.

For example, for a two-cell coordinated NOMA system
with L = 2, assume the two non-coordinated users on SC
n are user u11 and u21, and the index of the coordinated user
on SC n is u22, respectively. The 3× 3 matrice An is

An =
Ĥ1,u11,n+αE1,u11,n αH2,u11

α(H2,u11,n,n+ω11H1,u11,n)

αH1,u21,n Ĥ2,u21,n+αE2,u21
α(H1,u21,n+ω21H2,u21,n)

αH1,u22,n αH2,u22,n

2∑
i=1

(Ĥi,u22,n+αEi,u22,n)


For the non-coordinated user u11 in cell 1, we have

∑ ∂Pn

∂H1,u11,n

=

(
3∑

b=1

D1,b

)(
3∑

b=1

Db,1

)
|An|2

(ασ2
n),

D1,1+D2,1+D3,1 =

(Ĥ2,u21,n+αE2,u21,n)

2∑
b=1

Hb,u22,n + α2(H1,u21,nH1,u22,n)+

(−α)

(
H1,u21,n

2∑
b=1

Hb,u22,n +H2,u21,nH1,u22,n

)
> 0,

D1,1+D1,2+D1,3 = (Ĥ2,u21,n+αE2,u21,n)

2∑
b=1

Hb,u22,n+

α2(H2,u11,nH2,u2,n +H1,u21,nH2,u11,n −H1,u21,nH2,u22,n)+

(−α)

(
H2,u11,n

2∑
b=1

Hb,u22,n +H2,u11,nH2,u21,n

)
> 0,

which implies
∑

∂Pn

∂H1,u11,n
< 0. Similarly, for the other non-

coordinated user u21, we also have
∑

∂Pn

∂H2,u21,n
< 0. The

same result can be obtained as B increases.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

A. Analysis of Lagrange Multipliers a and b

Based on Eq. (20), for all users on SC n (u11, ..., uBL−1

and uBL), according to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions, we have

∂L(Pn,a,b)

∂pubk,n

= 0, (33)

aubk
(Rmin −Rubk

) = 0, (34)

bubk
pubk,n = 0, (35)

cb,i,j(pubi,n − pubj ,n) = 0, (36)

with i = 1, ..., L−1, j = i+1, ..., L−1, BL. Then we analyze
the range of values for the Lagrange multipliers bubk

, cb,i,j and
aubk

, respectively.

First, for an arbitrary user ubk assigned to SC n, in order
to meet the transmission rate requirement Rmin, the transmit
power of user ubk must be greater than 0, i.e., pubk,n > 0.
Substituting pubk,n into Eq. (35), we have bubk

= 0. Similarly,
for cb,i,j , considering a NOMA group with user ubi and user
ubj , j = i+1, ..., L− 1, BL, since i < j, we have Ĥb,ubi,n >
Ĥb,ubj ,n. In order to meet the transmission rate requirement
and the principle of NOMA, the transmission power of the two
users should satisfy pubi,n − pubj ,n < 0 [4] [13]. Substituting
pubi,n − pubj ,n < 0 into Eq. (36) yields cb,i,j = 0.

Based on Eq. (20), for a non-coordinated user ubk, the
partial derivative of Lagrange function for SC n L(Pn,a,b)
with respect to pubk,n can be obtained as

∂L(Pn,a,b)

∂pubk,n

= 1− aubk

∂Rubk

∂pubk,n

−

B∑
i=1

L−1∑
j=1,

uij ̸=ubk

auij

∂Rubk

∂pubk,n

+

B∑
i=1

auBL

∂RuBL

∂pubk,n

.
(37)

Substituting Rubk
and RuBL

into Eq. (37) yields

∂L(Pn,a,b)

∂pubk,n

= 1− aubk
· ∂γubk,n/∂pubk,n

(1 + γubk,n) ln 2
−

B∑
i=1

L−1∑
j=1,

uij ̸=ubk

auij
·∂γuij ,n/∂pubk,n

(1 + γubk,n) ln 2
−

B∑
i=1

auBL
·∂γuBL,n/∂pubk,n

(1 + γubk,n) ln 2
,

(38)
where

∂γubk,n

∂pubk,n

=
Ĥb,ubk,n − Eb,ubk,n

(Eb,ubk,npubk,n + σ2
n + Iubk,n + φubk,n)

2
> 0,

and

∂γuij ,n

∂pubk,n

=−
puij ,nĤi,uij ,n

(Ei,uij ,npuij ,n + σ2
n + Iuij ,n + φuij ,n)

2×(
∂Iuij ,n

∂pubk,n

+
∂φuij ,n

∂pubk,n

)
, i ̸= b, j ̸= k.

∂γuBL,n

∂pubk,n

=−
puBL,n

∑
i∈BuBL

Ĥi,uBL,n

(
∑

i∈BuBL

Ei,uBL,npuBL,n+σ2
n+IuBL,n+φuBL,n)

2

×
(
∂IuBL,n

∂pubk,n

+
∂φuBL,n

∂pubk,n

)
.

According the definition of the power of intra-cell inter-
ference and inter-cell interference in Section II, it is easy to
obtain that ∂Iuij ,n/∂pubk,n ≥ 0, ∂IuBL,n/∂pubk,n ≥ 0 and
∂φuij ,n/∂pubk,n ≥ 0, ∂φuBL,n/∂pubk,n ≥ 0, which indicates
∂γuij,n

∂pubk,n
≤ 0 and ∂γuBL,n

∂pubk,n
≤ 0.

Based on Eq. (37), the expression of aubk
is given by

aubk
=

1

∂γubk,n/∂pubk,n

× ((1 + γubk,n) ln 2−

B∑
i=1

L−1∑
j=1,

uij ̸=ubk

auij
·∂γuij ,n/∂pubk,n −

B∑
i=1

auBL
·∂γuBL,n/∂pubk,n

(1 + γubk,n) ln 2
).
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Note that auij
≥ 0 and auBL

≥ 0, the term ∂γuij ,n/∂pubk,n

and ∂γuBL,n/∂pubk,n are negative, for the Lagrange multiplier
aubk

of non-coordinated user ubk, we obtain

aubk
≥ (1 + γubk,n) ln 2

∂γubk,n/∂pubk,n

> 0, (39)

For the coordinated user uBL, utilizing the same method
above, we can also conclude auBL

> 0.

B. A Closed-Form Solution to Pn

As analyzed above, due to the stringent conditions, for the
users allocated to SC n, the Lagrange multiplier matrices
should be [b]1,k = 0, [c]b,i,j = 0, and [a]1,k > 0, k =
1, ..., B(L − 1) + 1. As a result, the Lagrange function in
Eq. (20) can be rewritten as

L(Pn,a,b) =

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

pubk,n + puBL,n

)
+

B∑
b=1

(
L−1∑
k=1

aubk
(Rmin −Rubk

) + auBL
(Rmin −RuBL

)

)
,

(40)

Differentiating L(Pn,a,b) with respect to aubk
and auBL

,
we have

∂L(Pn,a,b)

∂aubk

=Ĥb,ubk,npubk,n + (1− 2Rmin)×

(Eb,ubk,n + σ2
n + Iubk,n + φubk,n) ,

b = 1, ..., B, k = 1, ..., L− 1.

∂L(Pn,a,b)

∂auBL

=puBL,n

B∑
b=1

Ĥb,uBL,n + (1− 2Rmin)×(
B∑

b=1

Eb,uBL,n + σ2
n + IuBL,n + φuBL,n

)
.

Let the equations above equal to zero, we
obtain a linear system of (B(L − 1) + 1)
equations with (B(L − 1) + 1) unknowns
Pn =

[
pu11,n...pu1L−1,n...puB1,n...puBL−1,n puBL,n

]T
.

The (B(L−1)+1) equations above can be written in matrix
form as

Λ1,1 ... Λ1,b ... Λ1,B Λ1,B+1

... ...

ΛB,1 ... ΛB,b ... ΛB,B ΛB,B+1

ΛB+1,1 ... ΛB+1,b ... ΛB+1,B ΛB+1,B+1

×

Pu11,n

...

PuBL−1,n

PuBL,n


− [−ασ2

n ... − ασ2
n ... − ασ2

n − ασ2
n]

T

= AnPn −Q = 0,

where Λ11, ...,ΛB+1,B+1 have been defined in Section IV-B.
According to the special structure of An and using the

similar methodology in Appendix-A, we can prove |An| > 0,
which indicates matrix An is invertible.

As a result, by multiplying the inverse of An on both sides
of AnPn = Q, the solution of Pn can be obtained as

P∗
n = An

−1Q.
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